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With rapid growth of the World Wide Web, web performance becomes 

increasingly important for modem businesses, especially for e-commerce. As we 

all know, web server logs contain potentially useful empirical data to improve 

web server performance. In this thesis, we discuss some topics related to the 

analysis of a website ' s server logs for enhancing server performance, which will 

benefit some applications in business. Markov chain models are used and allow us 

to dynamically model page sequences extracted from server logs. My 

experimental studies contain three major parts. First, I present a workload 

characterization study of the website used for my research. Second, Markov chain 

models are constructed for both page request and page-visiting sequence 

prediction. Finally, I carefully evaluate the constructed models usmg an 

independent test data set, which is from server logs on a different day. The 

research results demonstrate the effectiveness of Markov chain models for 

characterizing page-visiting sequences. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

As the World Wide Web (WWW) is rapidly progressing, with numbers of 

users expected to reach 320 million by 2002 [1] (now Google already claims to 

index over 8 billion pages while it was estimated to be about 800 million pages by 

1999 [2]), the number of Electronic-Commerce ( e-commerce) users is rising 

dramatically. The increase in network usage is also paralleled by a growing 

diversity in the range of supportable applications. With the explosive growth of 

information sources available on the World Wide Web, it has become 

increasingly necessary for users to utilize automated tools in order to find, extract, 

filter, and evaluate the desired information and resources [3). 

In addition, with the transformation of the web into the primary tool for 

electronic commerce, it is imperative for organizations and companies, who have 

invested millions in Internet and Intranet technologies, to track and analyze user 

access patterns. These factors give rise to the necessity of creating server-side and 

client-side intelligent systems that can effectively mine for knowledge both across 

the Internet and in particular web localities. 

Today, two important and active areas of current research are data mining 

and the World Wide Web. A natural combination of the two areas, sometimes 
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referred to as web mining, has been the focus of several recent research projects 

and a series of papers. In my study, we will focus on one sub-area of web mining. 

While meaningful and attractive, this very broadness has caused web mining to 

mean different things to different people [ 4, 5], and there will be a need to 

develop a common vocabulary for all these efforts. In my research, web mining is 

the application of data mining or other information process techniques to WWW, 

to find useful patterns. People can take advantage of these patterns to access 

WWW more efficiently. 

As the e-commerce industry grows the topic of providing better Internet 

services for the customers becomes increasing critical to businesses. Web server 

logs are critical resources to improve web server performance since they contain 

potentially useful empirical data. Thanks to the Hewlett-Packard Company, which 

collected web server logs from the 1998 World Cup website over a three month 

period, general researchers have had a great opportunity to study the huge data set. 

[6]. 

In this thesis, I discuss some topics on the analysis of a website's server 

logs for the purpose of enhancing server performance and some useful business 

applications. 

For example, the most popular web requests or html files can be put in 

server cache so as to be downloaded quickly later on. Link prediction may be 
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used to prefetch documents while the reader is working on the current page. This 

allows the server to utilize free cycles to reduce the latencies of readers' requests. 

According to my analysis, I find that each past web user's navigation 

process on the web site can be constructed as a Markov chain model. Markov 

chains allow the system to dynamically model the URL access patterns that are 

observed in navigation logs based on the previous state. Given the "link history" 

of the user link, I can represent each link with different order prediction. In this 

paper, the notion of probabilistic link prediction and path analysis using Markov 

chains is evaluated with a real huge data set. My study strongly demonstrated the 

usefulness of Markov chain model in web mining fields. I have three major goals 

in my study. First, I briefly present the workload characterization study of the 

website. Second, I focus on server requests and page link prediction by using 

Markov chain model. Third, I use another day ' s data to evaluate the results. The 

real data mining research results demonstrate the remarkable usefulness of 

Markov chain models. 

My research also concludes with a discussion of how these characteristics 

can be utilized in improving web server performance in terms of the end-user 

experience. It will help a lot for the electronic commerce. For example, all those 

kinds of researches can be used to discover the customers' consuming behaviors 

in marketing and finally the incorporate, especially those e-companies, can 

improve their services and profitable based on those work. For example, existing 
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commercial systems seek to do some minimal personalization based on 

declarative information directly provided by the user, such as their zip code, or 

keywords describing their interests, or specific URLs, or even particular pieces of 

information they are interested in (e.g. price for a particular stock) [7]. 

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the general web 

mining background and some related research work. Chapter 3 descripts the 

Markov chain models and related parameters. Chapter 4 introduces the data sets, 

detailed algorithm settings in my experiments. Chapter 5 gives a series of real 

web server logs analysis results. Chapter 6 regards my conclusion and future work 

directions. 
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CHAPTER2 
Background and Related research 

2.1 Background 

With rapid growth of the web and e-commerce today, two important and 

active areas of current research are data mining and web-related applications. A 

natural combination of the two areas, sometimes referred to as web mining, has 

been the focus of several recent research projects and papers. However, while 

meaningful and attractive, this very broadness has caused web mining to mean 

different things to different people [ 4, 5], and there is a need to develop a 

common vocabulary for all these efforts. 

In my research, web mining is the application of data mining or other 

information process techniques to WWW, to find useful patterns [3]. People can 

take advantage of these patterns to access WWW more efficiently. In brief, Web 

mining is a technique to discover and analyze the useful information from the 

Web data. The authors of [8] claims the Web involves three types of data: data on 

the Web (content), Web log data (usage) and Web structure data. 
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Web content mining describes the automatic search process of information 

resource available online, and involves mining web data contents [8]. In the Web 

mining domain, Web content mining essentially is an analog of data mining 

techniques for relational databases, since it is possible to find similar types of 

knowledge from the unstructured data residing in Web documents. The Web 

document usually contains several types of data, such as HTML files, text, image, 

audio, video and metadata. 

Web structure mining is a research field focused on using the analysis of 

the link structure of the web, and one of its purposes is to identify more preferable 

documents [ 1 0]. Most of the Web information retrieval tools only use the textual 

information, while ignores the link information that could be very valuable. The 

goal of Web structure mining is to generate structural summary about the Web 

site and Web page [9]. The intuition is that a hyperlink from document A to 

document B implies that the author of document A thinks document B contains 

worthwhile information. 

Web usage mining mainly analyzes web servers' records and accumulates 

data about user interactions whenever requests for resources are received. 

Analyzing the web access logs of different web sites can help figure out the user 

behavior and the web structure, thereby improving the design of this huge 

collection of resources [10]. 
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Korgaonkar and Wolin [11] observed that in 1999 an estimated 55 million 

people surfed the web, and that on-line traffic had been doubling every 100 days. 

Yet many companies were disappointed with the web and its commercial 

potential. Studies show that web user purchases are less than expected. In order to 

remedy disappointing commercial results on the web, they proposed, a better 

understanding of web users is needed. Korgaonkar and Wolin' s original research 

methods offered a fine-grained analysis of web users' motivations, concerns, and 

demographics in the context of three uses of the web: per day, the number of 

hours spent on the web; percentage of time spent on the web for personal versus 

business use; purchases made on the web and the approximate number of orders 

placed on the web. Such analyses begin to provide a use-based glimpse into the 

behavior of web users [ 11] . 

Byrne et al. [12] observed that research into user navigation patterns on 

the web, or "click-studies," includes very little information about user tasks and 

user context. Their study, therefore, focused on user context and user tasks. From 

the results of their study, they concluded that users spend more time reading web 

pages, visually searching web pages, and waiting for web pages to load than they 

do interacting with graphical user interface buttons and browser history 

mechanisms. It was not clear, however, if users did not interact with graphical 

user interface elements due to poor design. 
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Byrne et a!. [12] also recommended to use caching and rendering 

algorithms to improve website performance and thus to decrease web documents 

load times. They found that users would like to scroll and read long texts, 

although they cite a tradeoff between designing a web page for reading (in the 

case of online documents that users find and are willing to read) versus scanning 

(in the case of users who are searching among online web documents for a 

particular topic). Their task-oriented web behavior study like their own could be 

combined with "click studies," which could provide more information on users 

interactions with those web pages (e.g., most frequently visited page links on a 

page). 

In fact, the actual browsing behavior of web users creates colossal 

discemable data trails, speaking to a number of different variables, the inferences 

from which offer a rich source of usability information. Such data on the actual 

experience of users on a particular web site are needed to validate web design 

decisions and to enhance the design of a web site to increase ease of use and 

related business value. In general, three primary user data sources about web 

interaction should be mainly considered: web server logs, client-side logs, and 

usability data. In my research, particular attention will be paid to web server logs 

analysis. 
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I will mainly talk about web server logs and web Client-side logs in my 

next section. 

2.1.1 Web Server Logs 

A web server, according webopedia [13], is a computer that delivers 

(serves up) web pages. Every web server has an IP address and possibly a domain 

name. For example, if you enter the URL http://www.yahoo.com/index.html in 

your browser, this sends a request to the server whose domain name is 

yahoo.com. The server then fetches the page named index.html and sends it to 

your browser. Web server data are created from the relationship between a 

person(s) interacting with a web site and the web server. A web server log, 

containing web server data, is created as a result of the http process that is run on 

web servers [ 14]. 

All server activities-successes, errors, and lack of response-are logged 

into a server log file. According to Bertot et al. [ 15], web servers produce and 

update dynamically four types of "usage" log files: access log, agent log, error 

log, and referrer log. 

Access Logs provide the bulk of the web server data, including the date, 

time, user's Internet Protocol address, and user action (e.g., whether or not the 

user downloaded a document or image). The following is the basic information 
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that can be obtained from an access log: l.The IP (Internet Protocol) address of 

the computer making the request for a document; 2.The time stamp (user access 

date and time); 3.The user ' s request (e.g., html document or image requested, or 

data posted) [12]. 

In general, Web server logs are always stored in Common Logfile Format 

or Extended Logfile Format. Common Logfile Format includes date (date, time, 

and timezone of a request), user name (remote log name of a user), client IP 

(remote host IP and/or DNS entry), bytes transferred, server name, request (URI 

query), and status (http status code returned). Extended Logile Format includes 

bytes sent and received, server (name, IP address, and port), requested service 

name, request (URI query and stem), time taken for transaction to complete, 

version of transfer protocol used, user agent (the program making the request, 

such as a Netscape browser or a search engine "spider"), cookie ID, and referrer 

[ 14 ]. 

Web traffic analyzers, also known as web server logging tools, analyze the 

log files of a web server and create reports from this information (HTTP

ANALYZE). Bertot et al. [ 15] suggest that web server Jogs are "user-based 

measures of web services" and can be used to "begin to understand the path users 

take through a server, the problems users encounter during a session, and 
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technology users use while navigating a site." They believe that these data can be 

used in the planning and designing web sites. 

We usually divide server log data into three groups: Navigation and 

Activity, Demographic, and Performance: 

• Navigation and activity server log data provide useful information on user 

interaction aspects of a web site. For example, navigation paths, number of 

accesses, time spent on a page, etc. Various server-logging tools provide an 

array of information about the activities of users on a web site. The 

information collected by these tools, and the terms used to describe data, are 

not always consistent between server logging tools. 

• Demographic data describes the "kinds of people" accessing a site. Examples 

of these data include accesses by domain, e.g., .org, .com, .jp , most active 

organizations (as determined by IP address or domain name, e.g., yahoo.com), 

most active countries (as determined by the suffix of the domain 

name) .. . Those represent the digital information footprints of the users. By 

analyzing them we can track and map their information seeking behaviors, 

and, when enhanced by user demographic data, they can tell us something 

about the kinds of people who use the services and the outcomes that result 

from its use. 
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• Performance describes the load on a web server and the responsiveness of the 

web server. Performance information can include: page demand, megabytes of 

information served by the site, defined as the average number of pages 

traversed and average time to download a given amount of information for a 

specified number of visitors within a specified amount of time, average data 

transferred per day [ 16]. 

These three types are often used for other types of analyses than web site 

design issues. For example, McLaughlin et al. [17] described server log analyses 

that illuminated the kinds of users who visited, and the methods used to reach an 

on-line art museum. Their analyses provided the typical indications of how users 

connected to the Internet, their likely origin country, and type of service provider, 

and length of user sessions. 

2.1.2 Client-Side Logs 

As Ellis et al. [ 18] noted, client-side logging tools can capture web site 

navigation from cached documents, "overcoming some ofthe problems associated 

with analyzing standard web server logs." 

Client-side logging tools have been used to address some of the 

shortcomings of server logging data, tools and a means of collecting data in a 
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controlled study environment, rather than in commercial applications. Etgen and 

Cantor [19] developed the Web Event-logging Tool (WET) as an alternative to 

web server log data, due to the following limitations of server log data: web 

server logs do not collect data on client-side user interfaces, including Java 

applets and form element interactions; proxy server and browser caching impacts 

the validity of server log data. WET was designed to provide usability data on 

web site use. It is considered as a complement to other usability testing data 

collection techniques, including usability tester notes that are collected manually. 

Another client-side tool, Listener, was also developed to capture client-side web 

site usability data. Listener is designed to capture a user ' s navigation through a 

web site through navigation elements such as links [18]. The benefits of Listener 

could be described as follows : 

• Provides access to web site user interaction behavior in the case when a 

usability tester does not actually have access to server logs, 

• Records web site user interactions that are not captured by web server logs 

i.e. , records actions on pages that would not be recorded in a server log 

due to caching, 

• Listener will operate without an HTTP server connection, which could be 

an advantage for usability testers who do not have access to a web server 

or network [ 18]. 
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Client-side logging tools have been successfully used in an advantageous 

way to capture web user interactions in a usability-testing situation. Client-side 

logging tools provide more detail about user interactions with web sites and also 

address the problem of web server caching. This detail could include a user load 

of a page or a user click in a checkbox in a form and submission of the form [18]. 

Data gathered in client-side logs includes event date or time, type of event (e.g. , 

load, click, submit), elements of an online form including source type (e.g., 

checkbox), source name ("Submit Now") and source value, and event/source 

location (for example, /orderstuff/order_form.html) [18]. Therefore, as Catledge 

and Pitkow [20] noted, "actual user behavior, as determined from client-side log 

file analysis, can supplement the understanding of web users with more concrete 

data." In other words, client-side log data could be used with server log data and 

other forms of usability data collection to provide a more complete description of 

user interaction on a web site. However, a method to capture client-side 

interactions in a large scale, commercial setting has not been successfully 

developed. 

2.1.3 Web Log Data Validity 
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There are some key issues associated with the completeness, accuracy and 

representativeness of server log data. These include unique user identification and 

caching. Due to these issues, it is suggested that web server log data should be 

used for high level, general information [21]. Two relatively safe conclusions 

from server logs are (1) that hits received were at least as many as what the server 

log revealed, and (2) each different site/machine listed in a server log reflects at 

least one unique user access-it is impossible to determine if the site/machine 

represents one user, or more than one user using the same site/machine to access a 

web site [21]. 

2.1 .3 .1. Caching and Browsers 

A web browser may make what the web server knows as a "conditional 

request". In a conditional request, the browser only requests a document or inline 

object from the server if a page is not already stored in the browser's "disk 

cache." This method reduces network traffic. However, from a web server logging 

perspective, pages that are served from the browser cache will not be recorded in 

the web server log. Therefore, user data can't be captured in this situation (HTTP

ANALYZE). 

2.3 .1.2. Caching and Proxy Servers 
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Bigger Internet service providers always use proxy servers, and private 

and public institutions with a large user base, in order to protect a network from 

unauthorized parties, and/or to reduce network traffic (HTTP-ANALYZE). To 

reduce network traffic, pages that are requested and loaded into a browser, via a 

proxy server, are stored in the proxy server "disk cache." The idea is that 

documents that are often requested by users may be accessed from the proxy 

server cache, rather than from the web server where the document originally 

resided. As in the case of browser cache, from a web server logging perspective, 

pages that are served from the proxy server cache will not be recorded in the web 

server log. Therefore, user data information could not be captured in this kind of 

situation. 

Internet service providers and public and private institutions with users 

who are located in a limited geographic area might consider disabling proxy 

servers so that they could track server usage more accurately via web server 

logging tools. However, the decision to disable a proxy server would have to be 

weighed carefully against any resulting degradation in performance. For example, 

if users experience long wait times in page downloads; users may abandon the use 

of a web site. 
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2.3.1.3. Unique User Identification 

Each unique IP address in a server log may represent one or more unique 

users [21). For example, if 3 00 hits are recorded from an IP from the .au domain, 

it is impossible to know if this is 300 hits from one person in Australia, or 300 

people in Australia all requesting the same page. [22]. 

In addition, an IP address may not necessarily represent the same 

computer due to dynamic IP addressing via Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

(DHCP). According to Vicomsoft [23], computers are manually assigned a 

permanent (fixed) IP address in traditional TCP/IP networks. However, when 

DHCP is used (for example, when users dial up their service providers via 

modem), computers are automatically assigned IP addresses dynamically without 

manual intervention [35). However, IP addresses, whether fixed or dynamic, are 

not reliable sources of user identification because it is the computer, not the user, 

who is assigned an IP address and multiple users may share a single computer to 

access web sites. 

2.2 Related research 
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As far as I know, some other people already did some works on those 

fields : 

• Web content mmmg: some studies of vanous techniques to mme 

information and patterns from semi-structured such as text, or web 

documents. Examples include extraction of specific types of information 

from specific sites, the use of XML and extraction of "meta-data" from 

web pages, etc . . . 

• Web data warehousing: some studies of web data warehouses and data 

marts, and their use, along with various data mining techniques for 

commercial decision support and gaining business intelligence from web 

data. 

• Spam filtering: It is sort of Information retrieval or text mining. Given an 

email message, how to classifY it as a spam or not a spam? In general, 

people can do web analytics by comparing different methods (for 

example, neural networks, support vector machine, decision tree, etc.) on 

this problem. 

• Recommended systems and user profiling: a comparative studies of 

various techniques in data mining and collaborative filtering to learn user 

profiles and predict future user behavior. 
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• Web data mining forE-Commerce : some studies of issues, techniques, and 

an evaluation of available tools to extract useful knowledge from e

commerce transaction data. 
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CHAPTER3 
Methodologies 

The continuous enormous growth in the number of files in the WWW 

increases the need for improved link navigation and path analysis models. Link 

prediction and path analysis are important problems with a very wide range of 

applications ranging from personalization to web server caching. The sheer size of 

the WWW coupled with the variation in users ' navigation patterns makes this a 

quite difficult sequence-modeling problem. My next step is the selection of an 

appropriate mathematical model. Probabilistic models have been applied 

successfully to numerous time-series prediction problems. In this particular 

research, Markov chain models (24] are used in my study for probabilistic link (or 

page sequence) prediction and path analysis. 

A (first-order) Markov chain is a stochastic process that has two main 

characteristics (25]: 

1. The process can take on a finite number of possible states, which we 

will index by the non-negative integers: 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 ... 

2. The process has what is known as the "Markovian" property: that 

whenever the process is in state i, there is a fixed probability that the process will 

transition into any other state j , Pij . 
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In other words, the probability of transitioning from one state (i) to 

another state (j) depends only on the current state and is independent of past 

states. Markov chains have many applications across a diverse set of science and 

engineering fields [25]. A Markov chain model is usually represented by a 

(sparse) matrix (compressed to an appropriate form) of state transition 

probabilities and an initial state probability vector. In my study, Markov chains 

are used to dynamically model the sequential URL access patterns contained in 

navigation logs. Furthermore, a Markov chain model can also be used in a 

generative mode to automatically produce tours. While not done in this thesis, the 

Markov transition matrix can be analyzed further using eigen-vector 

decomposition to obtain "personalized hubs/authorities". The utility of the 

Markov chain approach has been demonstrated in many domains: HTTP request 

prediction, system driven adaptive web navigation, tour generation, and detection 

of "personalized hubs I authorities" from user navigation profiles. The study of 

Markov chain models is the first step towards the real application of powerful 

math probabilistic models to web path analysis and related link prediction 

problems. 

A discrete Markov chain model can be defined by a tuple <S, A, "A>, 

where S corresponds to the state space, A is the state transition probability matrix 

containing probabilities of jumping from one state to another, and "A is the initial 
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probability distribution of the states in S [24]. If I use S(t) to denote the 

probability (row) vector for all the states at time t, then I have 

s(t)==S(t-I)A 

If there are n states in my Markov chain, then the matrix of transition probabilities 

A is of size n x n, where n is the number of requests, pages, etc., depending on 

what I are modeling. In general, a state can correspond to URIIURL, HTTP 

request, or Action (such as sending email or a database update). 

The matrix A can be estimated usmg many methods. Without loss of 

generality, the maximum likelihood principle is applied in my work to estimate A 

and A. [24]. Each element ofthe matrix A(s,sl) could be calculated as follows: 

A(s,sl) 
C(s,sl) 

2: C(s,s2) 
s2 
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A (s) C (s) 
L C (sl) 
s 2 

Where C( s,s 1) counts the number of times state s' immediately following s in the 

training data. Although Markov chains have been traditionally used to 

characterize asymptotic/stationary properties of random variables, I can still use 

the transition matrix to make short-term link predictions. A[ s, s 1 ], an element of 

the matrix A, can be interpreted as the transitioning probability from state s to s 1 

in one step. Similarly an element of A* A can bee used to denote the probability of 

transitioning from one state to another in two steps, three steps, and so on. 

Given a user ' s page-browsing history, I can represent each page as a 

vector with a probability 1 at that state for that time (denoted by i(t-k), i(t-

k+1) .. .i(t-1) i(t)) . The Markov Chain estimation models ofthe probability ofbeing 

in one certain state at time t is shown as: 

S(t) 
......... 

i(t-l)A 
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In general, the Markovian assumption could be enhanced in a variety of 

ways. In my problem, I have the user's history available, and a probability 

distribution can be created about which of the previous states (or time slices) are 

"good predictors" of the next state. So different variants of the Markov process 

could be used to accommodate weighting of more than one history state. In my 

experiments, I named them first-order link prediction, second-order prediction 

and so on. In the following equations, we can see that all previous states are 

combined in a variety of ways. For example, 

____.... ........... 

S(t) =vt(J (t -l)A+ vili (!-2)AAt-... 

We can find that rather than compute transition matrices for high-order Markov 

chain models, the same first-order transition matrix A can be used, together with a 

set of weights (one for each previous time slice). In practice, the state probability 

vector S(t) can be normalized and thresholded in order to select a list of 

"probable links/states" that the user will choose. 

In my research, I designed some c I c++ programs to count the actual 

numbers of web page links and web page files (even for second-order Markov 
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chains), instead of some special guessmg weight algorithms for prediction 

analysis. 
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CHAPTER4 
Experiment description 

4.1 System overview 

An important task in any data mmmg application is the creation of a 

suitable target data set to which data mining algorithms are applied. This process 

may involve preprocessing the original data, integrating data from multiple 

sources, and transforming the integrated data into a form suitable for input into 

specific data mining operations. The data preparation process is often the most 

time consuming and computationally intensive step in a knowledge discovery 

process. 

The required high-level tasks in usage data preprocessing include data 

cleaning, pageview identification, user identification, session identification (or 

sessionization), the inference of missing references due to caching, and 

transaction (episode) identification. 

Most of the existing Web analysis tools [26,27,28] provide mechanisms 

for reporting user activity in the servers and various forms of data filtering. For 

example, it is possible to determine the number of accesses to the server and the 

individual files by using such tools within the organization's Web space, time 

intervals of visits or the times, and domain names and the URLs of users of the 
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Web server. However, I had no choice but to design and modify a series of C/C++ 

programs to do those works due to the limited financial and computer resource 

problems. 

R~~iStl'<liKlfl 
Data 

Ttansa\tiun 
Dallt 
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- • ,Pate(Htrnl) 1 

Prediction l 

Figure 4.1: Overview of the Probabilistic Link Prediction System. 
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Figure 4.1 shows the whole overview of a typical architecture-utilizing 

request or page prediction system. But I didn' t use Database Query Language 

since I could not use it for free. 

4.2 Data set introduction 

We choose the 1998 World Cup web Site (www.france98.com) Access 

Logs as my research data set [29]. It is a large collection of web server traces 

from the Internet Traffic Archive (a moderated repository), which are sponsored 

by ACM SIGCOMM [30]. The traces can be used to study network dynamics, 

usage characteristics, and growth patterns, as well as providing the grist for trace

driven simulations. The archive is also open to programs for reducing raw trace 

data to more manageable forms, for generating synthetic traces, and for analyzing 

traces. 

The 16th Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) World 

Cup was held in France from June 1Oth through July 12th, 1998 [31 ]. The web 

site for this tournament was quite popular, receiving more than one billion 

requests during the course of the tournament. This web site provided Internet

savvy football fans around the world with a wide range of information, including 

the current scores of the football matches, previous match results, player 
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biographies and statistics, team histories, and facts about local attractions and 

festivities. 

The data set used in my study is composed of the access logs collected 

from each of the servers used in the World Cup web site. Despite the vast amount 

of data collected by each of the servers, a lot of interesting and useful information 

is not available. For example, although the logs do include a timestamp that 

records when the server received the request, it has only a one second resolution. 

This lack of precision in the timestamp resolution may impacts the accuracy of 

some analyses (e.g. , inter-request time distribution) . Other missing information 

includes an identifier for each unique end-user or each distinct session. As a result 

of these missing pieces of information one is forced to approximate in some 

situations. Despite these shortcomings I believe that I can still make valid 

conclusions about the characteristics of Web user sessions. 

Characteristics 
(Raw Data) 

Duration May 1 -July 23 , 1998 
---- ·--

Total Requests 1,352,804,107 
·-

Avg Requests/Minute 10,796 --j Total Bytes Transferred (GB) 4,991 
A vg Bytes Trans/Minute (MB) 40.8 

Table 4.1 Access Log Characteristics 
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4.3 Data structure description 

Paul Barford [32] had done a good job regarding web server log structure. 

Basically I will follow his definitions in my own research. My study analyzes data 

that was collected from the World Cup site over a three month long period. 

During this time the site received 1.35 billion requests from 2.8 million distinct 

clients. This study focuses on numerous user session characteristics, including 

distributions for the number of requests per session, and number of pages 

requested per session. 

During the collection period, there were 33 different World Cup HTTP 

servers at four geographic locations [32]: Paris, France; Plano, Texas; Herndon, 

Virginia; and Santa Clara, California [31] Note that not all servers were in use for 

the entire collection period. All of the servers recorded timestamps with a 1 

second resolution. The time on each server was coordinated with the local time in 

France ( +0200). The first access logs were collected on April 30th, 1998; the final 

access logs were collected on July 26th, 1998. During this 88-day period, the 

World Cup site totally received 1,352,804,107 requests. No information is 

available regarding how many requests were not logged, though it is believed that 

there were no system outages during the collection period. 

The access logs from the 1998 World Cup Web site were originally in the 

Common Log Format. In order to reduce both the size of the logs and the 
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analysis time the access logs were converted to a binary format (big endian = 

network order). Each entry in the binary log is a fixed size and represents a single 

request to the site [31]. The format of a request looks like[32]: 

struct request 

{ 

uint32_t timestamp; 

uint32_t clientiD; 

uint32_t objectiD; 

uint32 _ t size; 

uint8 _ t method; 

uint8 _ t status; 

uint8_t type; 

uint8 _ t server; 

} ; 

The fields of the request structure contain the following information [31]: 

• timestamp - the time of the request, stored as the number of 

seconds since the Epoch. The timestamp has been converted to GMT to allow for 

portability. During the World Cup the local time was 2 hours ahead of GMT 

(+0200). In order to determine the local time, each timestamp must be adjusted by 

this amount. 

• objectiD - a unique integer identifier for the requested URL; these 

mappings are also 1-to-1 and are preserved across the entire data set 
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• clientiD - a unique integer identifier for the client that issued the 

request (this may be a proxy); due to privacy concerns these mappings cannot be 

released; note that each clientiD maps to exactly one IP address, and the 

mappings are preserved across the entire data set - that is if IP address 0.0.0.0 

mapped to clientiD X on day Y then any request in any of the data sets containing 

clientiD X also came from IP address 0.0.0.0 

• size - the number of bytes in the response to the special requested 

URL. 

• method- the method contained in the client's request (e .g. , GET). 

• status - this field contains two pieces of information; the 2 highest 

order bits contain the HTTP version indicated in the client' s request (e.g., 

HTTP/ 1.0); the remaining 6 bits indicate the response status code (for example, 

200 OK). 

• type - the type of file requested (e.g., HTML, IMAGE, etc), 

generally based on the file extension (.html), or the presence of a parameter list 

(e.g. ,'?' indicates a DYNAMIC request). If the uri ends with '/' , it is considered a 

DIRECTORY. 

• server - indicates which special server handled this request. The 

upper 3 bits indicate which special region the server was at (e.g. , SANTA 

CLARA, PLANO, HERNDON, PARIS); the remaining bits indicate which server 
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at the site handled the request. All 8 bits can also be used to determine a unique 

server. 
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CHAPTERS 
Experimental Results 

The whole data set is composed of the access logs collected from each of 

the servers used in the World Cup web site. The access logs from each server 

were archived on a daily basis. Since my computing resource is constrained, I 

couldn't study the whole set in a limited time. For this study, all of the access logs 

from July 10, 1998 and July 11, 1998 were analyzed through my own c/c++ 

programs and other tools (e.g., Microsoft Excel). I chose these two days because 

their server logs are quite large and the 2"d day logs could be chosen as a good test 

data set since there was no game on that day. 

In the following two sections I report various experimental results by day 

(one day per section). Then the next section compares those two days. On the 

same day, I first describe the web log Characteristics, and then experiment on 

HTTP page prediction, request prediction, first-order page sequence prediction, 

and second-order page sequence prediction using Markov Chain models. 

5.1 Analyzing web log on July 10, 1998. 

5 .1.1 Statistical characteristics 
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For the data set of July 10, 1998, I summarize the access logs acquired 

from the World Cup Site in Table 5.1. There are 11 ,6 13,461 requests for this 

single day. So it is reasonable to say that the World Cup web site was very 

popular during that term. 

Characteristics (Raw Data) 
Duration July 10, 1998 
Total Requests 11413461 
Avg Requests/Minute 7926 
Total Bytes Transferred 46910654123 
Mean Transfer Size 4108.26635 

Table 5.1 Summary of access Log Characteristics. 

According to Figure 5.1, I also found that pictures on the web site were 

paid more attention to by general customers. More than 69% of the requests (see 

Figure 1) are picture files (JPEG and GIF). The main reason is that most 

customers could easily get numerical game results/statistics and information other 

than pictures from many other media sources. 
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Figure 5.1 Requests pie chart on July 10, 1998. 

5 .1.2 Page (html file) analysis 

mHTML 

·•GIF 
I 

oJPEG 

o OTHER i 

Given the user's current page and a set of visited pages and clusters as 

history, I use Markov Chain Models to calculate the probabilities of visiting pages 

for page prediction. 

We sorted all the html files according to the total number of times clicked 

by the users on July 10, 1998. Table 5.2 listed below is a sample of the top 20 
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popular html files on that day. The top 20 were requested for 479500 times. It 

accounts for 51.22% of the total 936,112 html file requests. Especially, I can see 

the most popular html file was requested for more than 108,153 times. It accounts 

for 11.55% of all the pages clicked by users (108,153 times) even though it is 

only one of the total 8774 html files . 

Top 20 Html file (July 10, 1998) Click Clicks/Total Top N 
Times (%) /Total(%) 

1 /english/splash inet.html 108153 11.5534 11 .5534 
2 /english/index.html 68134 7.2784 18.8318 
"' /english/nav inet.html 66809 7.13686 25 .9687 .) 

4 /englishlnav top inet.html 65669 7.01508 32.9838 
5 /english/fmtpage.htm 25775 2.75341 35 .7372 
6 /french/splash inet.html 22804 2.43603 38 .1732 
7 /french/index.html 13200 1.41009 39.5833 
8 /englishlteams/teamgroup.htm 12696 1.35625 40.9396 
9 /french/nav inet.html 12576 1.34343 42.283 
10 /french/nav top inet.html 12396 1.3242 43 .6072 
11 I english/ competition/ stage2 .htm 10178 1.08726 44.6944 
12 /english/competition/mpa main.htm 8395 0.89679 45 .5912 
13 /englishlcompetition/maincomp.htm 8229 0.87906 46.4703 
14 /english/teams/teambio 124.htm 7592 0.81101 47.2813 
15 /french/frntpage.htm 7426 0.79328 48.0746 
16 I english/ enfetes/ entrance .html 6666 0.71209 48.7867 
17 /english/news/ci070919 .htm 6386 0.68218 49.4689 
18 /english/news/ci070913 .htm 6046 0.64586 50.1147 
19 /english/competition/statistics.htm 5921 0.63251 50.7472 
20 /english/playing/body.html 4449 0.47526 51.2225 

Table 5.2 the top 20 popular html files. 

Moreover, I studied the top 200 popular html files on that day. The top 

200 popular pages account for 73.08% of all page requests. Figure 5.2 gives us a 
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glance at how efficient it is for predicting pages. Since the slope changes slowly 

after the top 20 html files, I can pay more attention to the research on the top 20 

files. Since the top 20 files could stand over 51% of total page request 

satisfactions, I could use cache or rendering algorithms for these 20 pages to 

dramatically improve the web performance (e.g., the web page load time). 
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Figure 5.2 the top 200 popular html files on July 10,1998. 

5 .1.3 Request analysis 

El Series1 

The Web log file recorded on July 10, 1998 contains 11,413,461 access 

records. The Figure 5.3 as below shows the top 200 requests. The slope changes 

slowly comparing to the html file figure above. The top 20 requests account for 
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less than 20% of the total requests whereas the top 20 pages account for more 

than 50% for html files. The reason is that, in general, one page will generate 

many requests. Since it is not more difficult to predict detailed requests, I mainly 

focused on page files in my research. 
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Figure 5.3 the top 200 requests on July 10, 1998. 

5.1.4 First-order page sequence Prediction: 

For this experiment, the data consists of only html documents (i.e., I have 

discarded images and any other requests). 
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After sorting all the pages, I found the number of transitions between two 

pages other than the top 1000 is less than 2 and most of them have no transition in 

between. So I made a decision to choose only the top 1000 popular html pages for 

my link prediction study. In order to easily describe those html files, I used non-

negative integers to stand for them, from 0 to 999, ordered by their occurring 

frequencies. 

The data set on July 10, 1998 consists of 738241 links, and a first-order 

Markov Chain model was used in my research. Table 5.3 shows the first choice 

(most frequent) link happened to the top 50 frequent html files. 

Page A(from) Page B (to:) Links Total Links 
PageA:O PageB:2 17443 17443 
PageA:1 PageB:3 25283 42726 
PageA:2 PageB:O 21375 64101 
PageA:3 PageB:2 20081 84182 
PageA:4 PageB:4 3852 88034 
PageA:5 PageB:8 3027 91061 
PageA:6 PageB:9 5811 96872 
PageA:7 PageB:13 1823 98695 
PageA:8 PageB:5 5086 103781 
PageA:9 PageB:8 4577 108358 
PageA:10 PageB:O 1496 109854 
PageA:11 PageB:25 1898 111752 
PageA:12 PageB: 12 989 112741 
PageA:13 PageB:32 1048 113789 
PageA:14 PageB:14 1069 114858 
PageA:15 PageB:O 1053 115911 
PageA:16 PageB:O 2013 117924 
PageA:17 PageB:O 2100 120024 
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PageA:18 PageB:39 972 120996 
PageA:19 PageB:50 595 121591 
PageA:20 PageB:O 1447 123038 
PageA:21 PageB:O 407 123445 
PageA:22 PageB:O 1364 124809 
PageA:23 PageB:O 1273 126082 
PageA:24 PageB:24 382 126464 
PageA:25 PageB:35 544 127008 
PageA:26 PageB:13 461 127469 
PageA:27 PageB:49 478 127947 
PageA:28 PageB:O 359 128306 
PageA:29 PageB:O 783 129089 
PageA:30 PageB:10 401 129490 
PageA:31 PageB:31 409 129899 
PageA:32 PageB:47 783 130682 
PageA:33 PageB:125 487 131169 
PageA:34 PageB:O 506 131675 
PageA:35 PageB: 11 275 131950 
PageA:36 PageB:92 393 132343 
PageA:37 PageB:5 710 133053 
PageA:38 PageB:71 384 133437 
PageA:39 PageB: 18 329 133766 
PageA:40 PageB:63 396 134162 
PageA:41 PageB:5 669 134831 
PageA:42 PageB:42 247 135078 
PageA:43 PageB:102 389 135467 
PageA:44 PageB:203 228 135695 
PageA:45 PageB:5 597 136292 
PageA:46 PageB:O 499 136791 
PageA:47 PageB:66 569 137360 
PageA:48 PageB:48 279 137639 
PageA:49 PageB:49 262 137901 

Table 5.3:the 1st link choice of the top 50 popular pages 

Table 5.4 shows another example: the first 5 link choices (5 most frequent 

transition-tos) happened to the top 5 pages on July 10, 1998. For example, if a 
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user is currently reading page 0, he may read page 2 right after this page with a 

possibility of 18.3%, page 3 with a possibility of 14.6%, page 1 with a possibility 

of 11.4%, page 0 with a possibility of 11.2% and page 4 with a possibility of 5 .4%. 

Page Link Possibility Total possibility 
A Page B times (From Page A) (From Page A) 

----

0 2 17443 0.183096 0.183096 

0 3 13943 0.146357 0.329453 

0 1 10895 0.114363 0.443816 

0 0 10675 0.112053 0.555869 

0 4 5176 0.054332 0.610201 

1 
.., 

25283 0.385376 0.385376 .) 

1 2 15958 0.24324 0.628616 

1 0 15819 0.241121 0.869738 

1 1 2613 0.039829 0.909566 

1 4 707 0.010776 0.920343 

2 0 21375 0.343683 0.343683 

2 3 14691 0.236212 0.579895 

2 1 9895 0.159099 0.738994 

2 4 2185 0.035132 0.774126 
---· 

2 7 1295 0.020822 0.794948 
-

3 2 20081 0.325504 0.325504 
--

3 0 19332 0.313363 0.638867 

3 1 8609 0.139548 0.778415 
.., 

4 1831 0.02968 0.808095 .) 
-

3 7 1111 0.018009 0.826104 
·-· 

4 4 3852 0.172929 0.172929 
·-··-----

4 0 2816 0.12642 0.299349 

4 1 1016 0.045612 0.344961 
·· -

4 16 694 0.031156 0.407946 
-------
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Table 5.4 a sample about the first 5 link choices. 

Figure 5.4 shows the training data accuracy on the day of July 10, 1998. It 

is a first-order Probabilistic page sequence prediction, using a Markov Chain 

model. According to my study, the top-1 link prediction average accuracy is 

25.47%. In other words, for any given page A, the probability of the next page 

being page B is more than 25%. 
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Figure 5.4 First-order Probabilistic Page sequence Prediction (Training data 

Accuracy) on July 10, 1998. X stands for the depth of correct URLs. Y stands 

for the percentage of total links 

5 .1.5 Second-order Page sequence Prediction 

According to my study, the number of second-order transitions between 

pages other than the top 1000 is very low and less than 2 if it really happens. I 

again choose top 1000 page files in this study. There are total 48017 double links 

on July 10, 1998. Table 5.5 below shows a sample with the links among the most 

popular page' s top 20 double links. 

-
PageA PageB PageC Links Top Links 

from A 
0 0 0 count=3573 topTimes=3573 
0 1 3 count=4243 topTimes=7816 
0 2 3 count=4843 topTimes=12659 
0 3 2 count=4998 topTimes=17657 
0 4 4 count=640 topTimes=18297 
0 5 0 count=29 topTimes=18326 
0 6 9 count=108 topTimes=18434 

----
0 7 13 count=454 topTimes=18888 

---
0 8 5 count=27 top Times= 18915 
0 9 8 count=20 

. --
topTimes=18935 

0 10 0 count=477 top Times= 1 9412 
0 11 25 count=772 topTimes=20184 
0 12 10 count=l74 topTimes=20358 
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0 13 0 count= 50 topTimes=20408 
0 14 0 count=5 topTimes=20413 
0 15 0 count=336 top Times=207 49 
0 16 0 count=885 topTimes=21634 
0 17 0 count=1031 top Times=22665 
0 18 39 count=243 topTimes=22908 
0 19 50 count=111 top Times=23 019 

Table 5.5 a sample about the first link choice. 

Figure 5.5 shows the training data accuracy by a Markov Chain model on 

July 10, 1998. It is second-order page sequence Prediction .In other words, it is 

probabilistic page sequence prediction with single history. According to my study, 

the accuracy can be 90.57% ifi only predict top 12 pages as the next clicks. The 

results are much better than the First-order page Sequence Prediction. Then l can 

conclude the Markov Chain model can be used properly for web server log 

analysis, especially when some link history is considered. 
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Figure 5.5 Second-order Page sequence Prediction (Training data 

Accuracy) on July 10, 1998. X stands for the depth of correct URLs; Y stands for 

the percentage of total links 

5.2 Analyzing web logs on July 11 , 1998. 

5.2.1 Statistical characteristics 
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For the data set of July 11, 1998, I summarize the access logs in Table 5.6. 

There are 9,111,109 requests for the single day. So that it was still a hot day even 

though there is a small decrease compared to July 10, 1998. 

Characteristics (Raw Data) 
Duration July 11 , 1998 
Total Requests 9111109 
A vg. Requests/Minute 6327 
Total Bytes Transferred 39403857250 
Mean Transfer Size 4324.814603 

Table 5.6 Summary access Log Characteristics on July 11. 

5.2.2 Page (html) file analysis 

Table 5.7 listed a sample that includes top 20 popular html files on that 

day. I can find the most popular html file was clicked for more than 7959 

times .It accounts for 10.73% of all the pages clicked by users (even though it is 

only one of total html files. According to my statistics, customers requested these 

top 20 popular html files for totally 35392 times. It accounts for 47.73% of the 

total 7 4146 clicks. 

Top20 Html file (July 11, 1998) Click Top_N 
Times /Totle(%) 

1 /english/splash inet.html 7959 10.7342 
2 /english/nav inet.html 5149 17.6786 
3 /english/index.html 5092 24.5462 
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4 /english/nav top inet.html 4926 31.1898 
5 /english/frntpage.htm 1986 33.8683 
6 /french/splash inet.html 1333 35.6661 
7 I english/competition/ stage2 .htm 953 36.9514 
8 /french/index.html 861 38.1127 
9 /english/news/prev64.htm 841 39.2469 
10 /french/nav inet.html 841 40.3811 
11 /french/nav top inet.html 807 41.4695 
12 /english/teams/teamgroup.htm 735 42.4608 
13 /english/teams/teambio 124.htm 645 43.3307 
14 /english/news/popup vo.htm 609 44.1521 
15 /english/competition/mpa main.htm 528 44.8642 
16 /frenchlfrntpage.htm 501 45 .5399 
17 /english/competition/maincomp.htm 446 46.1414 
18 I english/ en fetes/ entrance .html 446 46.7429 
19 /english/teams/teamphoto 124 1.htm 376 47.25 
20 /english/news/pa071 003 .htm 358 47.7329 

Table 5.7 the top 20 popular html files on July 11. 

Figure 5.6 shows the training data accuracy for the top 200 popular html 

files on that day. 
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Figure 5.6 the top 200 popular html files on July 11 ,1998. 

5.2.3 Request analysis 

Figure 5.7 shows the top 200 requests on July 10, 1998. The slope changes 

slowly comparing to the html file figure above as I found above. The top 20 

requests account for less than 20% while it is slightly less than 50% for the top 20 

html files . 
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Figure 5.7 the top 200 requests on July 11, 1998. 

_j 

From the Figure above, I can know that the use of caching and rendering 

algorithms for those popular html files will dramatically improve performance 

and thus decrease Web page load time. 

5.2.4 First-order Page Sequence Prediction: 

This experiment deals with link prediction. For this study, the data 

consists of only html documents (i.e. discarded images and any other requests). 
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The data set consisted of 53964 links, and first-order Markov Chain model was 

used. The Table 5.8 shows a sample: the first 5 link choices happened to the top 5 

pages on July 10, 1998. 

Page Link possibility( from Total possibility 
A Page B times Page A) (from Page A) 

0 1 1295 0.19109 0.19109 

0 3 971 0.14328 0.33437 

0 2 758 0.11185 0.44622 

0 0 656 0.0968 0.54301 

0 4 372 0.05489 0.59791 

1 0 1575 0.33835 0.33835 

1 
,., 

1063 0.22836 0.5667 -' 

1 2 778 0.16713 0.73384 

1 4 164 0.03523 0.76907 

1 6 98 0.02105 0.79012 

2 3 1897 0.39463 0.39463 

2 1 1185 0.24652 0.64115 

2 0 1117 0.23237 0.87352 

2 2 173 0.03599 0.90951 

2 8 43 0.00895 0.91845 

3 1 1526 0.33598 0.33598 

3 0 1389 0.30581 0.64179 

3 2 643 0.14157 0.78336 --
3 4 95 0.02092 0.80427 --
3 6 75 0.01651 0.82078 

4 4 232 0.13599 0.13599 

4 0 190 0.11137 0.24736 

4 8 144 0.08441 0.43201 

4 19 49 0.02872 0.50176 

4 2 41 0.02403 0.52579 
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Table 5.8 a sample about the first 5 link choices. 

Figure 5.8 shows the training data accuracy on July 11 , 1998. In other 

words, it is a first-order page sequence prediction by using the Markov Chain 

model. When compared to figures above, I see that the performance of link 

prediction is better than generic HTTP server request or page prediction. 

According to my study, the top one link prediction average accuracy is 25 .47%. In 

other words, for any given page A, the probability to link certain page B can be 

more than 25%. 
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Figure 5.8 Training data link prediction accuracy without history on July 

11, 1998. X stands for the depth of correct URLs; Y stands for the percentage of 

total links 

5.2.5 Second-order page sequence Prediction: 

Figure 5.9 shows the training data accuracy by using second-order Markov 

Chain model on July 11, 1998. In other words, it is first-order page sequence 

prediction with single history. I can see that the performance is much better than 

first-order model. Even with just the top 4 links, slightly more than 80% of the 

next pages can be predicted with the proposed probabilistic predictor. 
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Figure 5.9 Second-order Page sequence Prediction 

5.3 Accuracy analysis 

We choose the data set on July 10 as a training data set while on July 11 as 

a test data set. 

5.3.1 Page Prediction 

In Figure 5.1 0 , Series 1 shows the top 3 0 popular html files , which were 

clicked on July 10, 1998. It is page prediction on training data set. Series2 shows 
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the same 30 html files which were clicked on July 11 , 1998. It is page prediction 

on test data set. 
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Figure 5.10 Page prediction (training and test) accuracy. X stands for 

the most frequent Html file from top 1st to 30th; Y stands for the percentage of 

total links. Series 1 stands for page prediction on training data set( July 10, 1998); 

Series2 stands for the page prediction on test data set (July 11, 1998). 

I compared the click rate of the day and found there is a slightly decrease 

from July 10 to July 11. After checked the World Cup game schedule, I know the 
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main reason is there was a game on July 10,1998 but no game on July 11 ,1998. 

However, I still found that the frequent clicked pages are still popular in the 

second day. 
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Figure 5.11: prediction accuracy comparison between the training and test 

data. X stands for the most frequent Html files; Y stands for the percentage of 

total html files clicked. Series 1 stands for the prediction on training data (July 10, 

1998); Series2 stands for the data accuracy on July 11 , 1998. 

5.3.2 First-order Link Prediction Accuracy: 
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Table 5.9 shows the link prediction accuracy of training data set on July 

10 and test data set on July 11 by using the first-order Markov Chain model. 

Links on %Of All on Links on %Of All on 
Top July 10 July 10 July 11 July 11 
1 188027 25.4696 12668 25.48586 
<2 310599 42.07285 21165 42.58037 
<4 436512 59.12866 29987 60.32873 
<6 485197 65.72339 32893 66.17511 
<8 519805 70.41129 35061 70.53676 
<10 547313 74.13744 36261 72.95095 
<12 569325 77.11913 37359 75.15994 
<14 587276 79.55072 38128 76.70704 
<16 602260 81.58041 38961 78.38289 

Table 5.9 First-order Link prediction accuracy. 

According to my study, the average link prediction accuracy is quite high. 

In Figure 5 .12, the Series2 follows the Series 1 very well. 
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Figure 5.12 First-order page link prediction accuracy (on both training and test 

data sets). Series 1 stands for the page link Prediction accuracy of training data on 

July 10, 1998. Series2 stands for the actual clicks on July 11, 1998. It is page link 

Prediction accuracy of test data. 

According to my calculation, the test accuracy can reach 70% with 

considering the top 8 links only. The study shows the Markov Chain model did a 

great job on web page link Prediction even though without considering the link 

history. 
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5.3.3 Second-order Link Prediction Accuracy: 

According my research (see Figure 5.13 as below), the page Link 

prediction accuracy with single history on the test day looks not as good as what I 

expected. The main reason should be there had no game on July 11, 1998. So 

people were not interested in the page files . On the other hand, the results still 

show a quite high accuracy. It is almost 40% even with top 2 link predictions only. 

So Markov chains model is still very suitable for modeling link prediction on the 

World Wide Web. 
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Figure 5.13 Second-order page link prediction accuracy on both training and test 

data sets. Series 1 stands for the link prediction on training data (July 10, 1998). 
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Series2 stands for the link prediction accuracy on test data (actual clicks on July 

11, 1998) 
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CHAPTER6 
Conclusion and future direction 

6.1 Conclusion 

According to my research based on the huge data set above, I conclude 

that the users frequently send some requests to or download html files from the 

web server. If I can predict the most popular files and put them in server cache or 

Proxy Servers, it will dramatically reduce network traffic, decrease web page load 

time, and thus improve the web site performance. As we know, if users 

experience a long wait time downloading a page, they may abandon the use of a 

Web site. So most users can directly enjoy the enhancement. 

The research shows that the link prediction results based on Markov 

chains models can help web site designers and maintainers to adjust web page 

arrangement or use some render algorithms to improve the web performance. For 

example, link prediction may be used to prefetch documents while the reader is 

working on the current page. This allows the server to utilize free cycles to reduce 

the latencies of readers' requests. 

Experimental results obtained by applying Markov chains to the above 

problems indicate promising results for link prediction and path analysis. Web 

server requests and links can be predicted correctly with the high probabilities. 
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Markov chains have been proven to be suitable for modeling web users ' behaviors 

on the World Wide Web. It is robust, especially with certain prediction history 

and based on a huge data set. 

6.2 Future directions 

My first future study will be tour generation research based on the same 

web logs. The approach is that of tour generation (e.g. [33]) wherein the system 

generates a tour which takes the user from one link to another. The tour generator 

module is given as input the starting URL (e.g. the current document the user is 

browsing). The tour module generates a sequence of states (or URLs) using the 

Markov Chain process. This is returned and displayed to the client as a tour. For 

example, I will implement Tour generation Using Markov Models algorithm to 

demonstrate tour generation. The tour generation uses the Markov model to 

predict a sequence of states (URLs) to visit next. In fact, it is difficult to 

quantitatively evaluate the tours generated by the model [36]. Also I may use 

alternate approaches to address the navigation problem [37]. 

Given the rapid growth of e-commerce, my later future research can be 

done on business applications. As we all know, web Quality of Service (QoS) 

becomes more and more critical in e-Commerce when the diversity of Web 

applications and the number of web users explodes. The success of any scheme 
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that attempts to deliver desirable levels of Quality of erver (QoS) for the future 

Internet must be based, not only on technology improvements, but on users' 

requirements [34] . I can do some experiments designed to estimate users' 

tolerance of QoS in the context of e-commerce. In addition to objective measures, 

contextual factors that influence these thresholds can be studied to show how 

users' conceptual models of web tasks affect their expectations. User's thresholds 

of tolerance can be taken into account when designing web servers. The 

integration of user requirements for QoS into systems design will ultimately 

benefit to all stakeholders in the design of Internet services. 

My study will be specific to an e-business web task. And then study of 

users ' perceptions of QoS should investigate the validity of my findings in 

different domains, such as lottery and entertainment. The combination of results 

from different domains would make it possible to get more comprehensive 

conceptual models to predict how tolerance changes over the length of a session. 

As we know, there are several stakeholders in the design of Internet 

services, whether they are advertisers, server designers, network providers, 

companies whose products are sold on-line, or consumers themselves. The future 

Internet will support a greater diversity of Internet applications and have more 

users. This has the potential to change the way in which consumers interact with 

companies. From my findings I have been able to show that users' requirements 
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can be integrated into server design. It is possible to achieve the customer 

satisfaction through this integration that will play an important role in any 

commercial system. 
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